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GAY YOUTHS vs. POLICE

SFPD TERRORIZE and VIOLATE RIGHTS OF YOUTHS ON POLK

ILLEGAL SEARCH & SEIZURES; GENERAL HARASSMENT INCLUDING NAME CALLING ALL A PART OF THE NORTHERN STATION AND S-SQUAD HARASSMENT OF YOUTHS ON POLK.

For four weeks now, an intensive campaign of harassment of youths and in some cases not so young persons, has been underway by the San Francisco Police Department's Northern Station. Constitutional rights obviously have been left back at the Station House as the "Polk Pigs" slam into youths walking out of homes, apartments along Polk Street, in what they call an all out effort to stamp out prostitution, while just a few blocks away people are being stabbed and beaten by drugged-punks on Turk Street and Eddy Street. The Northern Station Police officers have put the blame on the Polk Street Merchants Association as the reason for their campaign to run the youth out of the Polk area.

One SFPD officer told us that "All the guys on Polk are hustlers, we know that, just look at them, alone, white, walking slowly, they are prostitutes as anyone can see!"

When the officer was questioned as to "stereotyping" he denied that he was calling all white males on Polk Street, "prostitutes," yet his and the actions of his sister and brother officers certainly indicate that they have indeed drawn what they feel is the "typical" male prostitute, which fits about any white male between the age of 16 and 26.

Many youths have told tales of terror in which officers have allegedly threatened to "ram a billy club up our ass unless we stayed off Polk." The Police of course deny this.

As to reasonable cause for going into the pockets of people, the Police deny they ever do so, but this reporter would have to call them either blind or liars.

The Polk Street Merchants Association has done their best to "run off" what they feel are "undesirables," and they don't particularly care what methods the Police use, Constitutional or not. Many of the youths who have made complaints about police brutality and harassment are not hustlers, but residents of the area, who are going to or from their homes and jobs, but the Police continue to deny they harass anyone, but even to the most casual observer, when the S-Squad hits the street, anything can and does happen.

The stepped up campaign began shortly after the former head of the Vice Unit, Captain Schueller came to the Northern Station.

Chief of Police Con Murphy refused to comment on the growing problem of police misconduct, as did the Office of Mayor Dianne Feinstein who many believe are directly responsible for the attacks on Gay youth and straight youth alike on Polk Street.

GENE PRAT TO RUN FOR "RILES' JOB!"

Dr. Eugene "Gene" PRAT, Chief of Staff to U.S. Senator S.I. Hayakawa and former candidate for Sheriff in San Francisco, is expected to announce his candidacy for the non-partisan post of State Superintendent of Education in 1982, a post currently held by Dr. Wilson Riles. PRAT has been supportive of human rights for all.  

Barbary Coast D.C. elects officers

Rev. Ray Broshears was re-elected president of the Barbary Coast Democratic Club for the third year in a row. Elected 2nd Vice-President for political affairs was Hank Cheeks. 2nd Vice-President for Social Affairs is Leonore Cautrelle. Two other offices which were elected were vacant two weeks after the election due to technicalities, those being Treasurer and Secretary.

Above at the Barbary Coast meeting were from the left, Elmer Willemsen,Hollick Wagner, Broshears, and Leonore Cautrelle. A membership drive was announced.
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Casa Loma Hotel. 552-7103
600 Fillmore at Fell Street in the Womens bar/dancing.
626-2727 French food, very nice.
ALFIE'S, 2140 Market Street
BUZZBYS, 1436 Polk Street, disco
THE BRIG, 1347 Folsom Street
CARNIVAL CLUB, 177 Eddy St.
775-8553. Quiet drinking bar.

Eagle Creek Saloon
2166 Market Street

bulk of the heavy duty

Bartender, live music.

EAGLE CREEK SALOON
2140 Market Street

The Premiere spot of the heavy

Light Country Bands, 7 nites/dance.


Lez & women.

GALLEON, 718 - 14th Street.
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NEWS CLIPS

KGO TELEVISION ACCUSED
OF RACISM AND WE AGREE

BAN THE KLAN

GAY "PRESS" ASS'N

GOODMAN KEEPS UP
HIS "WAR" ON GAYS!

The Crusader Gay Democratic Club/ SF elected without dis­
for President for 1981.

"Press" Ass'n, the "official" media when Joe DiSabatto, an advertising

first orders of business was to set up a commi­

Get to know each other, because the gay community

in the disco,Cashman's days as an opera­

hours on Monday allegedly, for $1,900.00.
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HOMOSEXUAL LOVE

LOVE—just what love amongst homosexuals is all about. To some, it is nothing more than a sexual act; to others, it is a deep, unbreakable bond. To many, it is a promise to be true to oneself. To homosexuals, it is the only way to express their true selves.

CUAV Refuses Reports

CUAV Refuses Reports from Crusader of Heterophobia.

CUAV, which is almost 100% white in its makeup of members, is almost 100% white in its makeup of members, reports from Crusader of Heterophobia. This perhaps has a great deal to do with their response. The day prior, as they call paraphernalia. Cigarette papers can be considered "drug-music" louder, and take another pill, another hit, and grab another drink...to escape...to escape the shame of what they have become...to be sure, who do not want to find out who or what they are, and just what role they must play in society. Many say, "l am a homosexual, I am not ashamed of it, and I will not deny who I am...^..." and new memories could ever imagine...and discrimination against his client Philip Thompson.

The Rev. Jerry Falwell of the Lynchburg Baptist Church in Virginia is upset about lustful thoughts lately! Although he once said that all men have lusted at least once in their lives after another, Falwell is surrounded by lust-instilling nude women in an interview that all men have lusted at least once in their lives. Poor ole Jerry must not be having many experiences of this wonderful and ever expanding world together. Let your beloved ones, friends know that you remember them this February 14th, Valentine's Day.

And, on February 14th, pledge new love...to inflame public sentiment against his client Philip Thompson.

The Rev. Jerry Falwell of the Lynchburg Baptist Church in Virginia is upset about lustful thoughts lately! Although he once said that all men have lusted at least once in their lives after another, Falwell is surrounded by lust-instilling nude women in an interview that all men have lusted at least once in their lives. Poor ole Jerry must not be having many experiences of this wonderful and ever expanding world together. Let your beloved ones, friends know that you remember them this February 14th, Valentine's Day.

And, on February 14th, pledge new love...to inflame public sentiment against his client Philip Thompson.
**Sports**

By Frank Lee Schum

"GOODBYE IRENE" GOODBYE to the Giants a new look and discipline (you see that south of Market?) Frank is one of the greatest hitters in the Major leagues and his abilities to teach hitting will show thru.

FRANK ROBINSON..the signing of Frank as Dodger,, so I guess that itself is an explanation!


**Film**

**CON RAP**

P.O. Box 1525, San Francisco, California 94101.

Look below are those who have expressed the desire to have those of you who are readers of the SAN FRANCISCO CRUSADER, to write to them as pen pals, or what have you.

If you wish to have someone to correspond with an inmate, you may write to the Superintendence at 'The Spike and The Mind Shaft bars in New York, with some shots from The Left. It is dull, and the men, the gals, the men, the gals, and the men doing so much, so many men doing so much, the film "Closed Set." And this is better in some ways as it does have plot and interesting scene of New York too. Sex inside the Stuffed Library you name it. But I am yet to find a gay who is especially effective.

---

**Review: International Student**

Super Acting: Bittersweet Vignettes
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---

**Entertainment**

**Follow Spot**

**Recent and Recommended!!!**

**Carl Driver's**

**Best of '80**


**Best Actor, Lead:** Frank Tompkins, "I Love My Wife," Best of Broadway Series; Peter Daniels, "Crucifer," ACT; Honorable Mention: Peter Doppe, "Call of the Golden West," ACT.

**Best Actor, Supporting:** Frank Tompkins and one of the Mar­

**Best Actress, Supporting:** "Emperor of the North," ACT; "Crucifer," ACT.

**Best Musical:** "Ghosts," ACT.

**Best One-Person Show:** "Cookie Garrett & The Dogs," ACT.

**Best Set:** Karen Schaut, "History of the American Film.

**Best Light Design:** Marvin Tarquin, "I'm Getting My Act Together and Taking It On The Road," Best of Broadway Series.

**Most Over-Rated Show:** "Emperor of the North," ACT.

**Biggest Disappointment:** "Do," Best of Broadway.

**Biggest Booze: Bookings:** Waiting to hear from George Tapp, "bisa" a tapa dancing show into the Cannery Theatre to 11:00 p.m. of the main event, the performer's fee, who decided to step down.

**Non-equity Productions**

**Best Drama:** "Marathon '33," Eureka Theatre Company; Honorable Mention: And Other Songs," ACT.

**EQUITY PRODUCTIONS**

**Best Comedy:** "Cruiser of the Blood," ACT; "Footlight Frenzy," Mean Love.

**Honorable Mention:** "The Spike and The Mind Shaft bars in New York, with some shots from The Left. It is dull, and the men, the gals, the men, the gals, the men, the gals, the men doing so much, so many men doing so much, the film "Closed Set." And this is better in some ways as it does have plot and interesting scene of New York too. Sex inside the Stuffed Library you name it. But I am yet to find a gay who is especially effective.

---

**Theatre Rhinoceros**

**The International Stud**

January 22 - February 28

Thursdays - Sundays at 8:30

1115 Geary at Van Ness

High Heels Optional

---

**Need a Lawyer? Call Us!**

863-3690

Law Offices of JOSEPH MANZELLA

---

**MORE "SPECIAL KUDOS" TO: THE BEREKLEY Rep Company for having done their best and to accomplish the almost instead of today, holding a completely new show from scratch. A magnificent achievement, a magnificent theatre! The ONE ACT THEATRE COMPANY for not only constantly offering first rate productions but for having the management that is reaching out to offer more than "mainstream" shows such as Latchic Theatre, The Comedy Of Errors (by the way, one of the few gay actors to date), and student schools.
Start at the head...

Starring: JEAN JACQUES PRIVATE
with Ryder Jones, Alkar and Dave King

plus

HOTTER THAN HELL
Filmed at New York's infamous MINE SHAFT

LIVE SHOWS DAILY
and work your way down!

Screening Room Theatre
220 JONES STREET • 673-3384
OPEN DAILY 10 A M • LATE SHOW FRI & SAT

3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!
At the ENDUP on Friday, well at least on Fridays (438 Folsom & Harrison), you can get into a great mood early...like from about 6:00 to 11:00. The music is very good...a bit rougher than it used to be. The neighbors will probably object, but the rest of us...well, we just don't care. The best crowd is there...a bit older...a bit rougher...but they're fun. The only thing is that you have to be 21 to get in and at least 21 to dance. You have to enter, and dance your ass off and hope to win. It's still there, on alternate Sundays starting at 7:00 PM. Free Parking.

Randy Johnson, M.C.

Thursday night, the Civic Center Hotel is in the center of San Francisco, at 12th and Market Streets just off BART and Muni lines. 24 Hour Security. Phones in every room. $65 for two, large, newly decorated.

861-2373. CALL US NOW!

JOCKSTRAP DANCE CONTEST

Win: $100 FIRST PRIZE
$50 SECOND PRIZE
$25 THIRD PRIZE

NEXT CONTEST: FEBRUARY 15th

Branden is a way of life at Preview on Geary...seems that some of the people voting for anyone found them that the Barbary Coasters MC failed to nominate the 15 Association in any category????????????

That Supervisor Silver seems to be gone for the rest of this term...hows about being a deserving person of an office. You manipulated the political ways....and now you've really gone and done it, for too long you have ran over people with your bizarre political meet at the political meet at the Russian River and found out that we DO have winters here for he and his lover ....

Perry Bell froze their asses off. Philip went with them....no word on his frozen buns as yet!!!!!!!!!!

Rudeness is a way of life. Is that a "bottle blond" running the big-press at that store and Private Club. GRAND DUCHESS KELLY (George) and Rick Tho...

DAVID Cafferetty is a Tootsie Roll booster?????

Good grief ....it seems to be in the CDC!!!! Well, he's lucky to be in the CDC!!!! Well, he's lucky to be in the CDC!!!! Well, he's lucky to be in the CDC!!!! Well, he's lucky to be in the CDC!!!! Well, he's lucky to be in the CDC!!!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BOY....

Yummy Food at the Geary Steakhouse on Lark & 41st Streets. The steaks are delicious and the prices are low to low low low!!!!

Randy Johnson, M.C.

GET YOUR PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE at:

San Francisco, CA 94103. Dept. C

$9.95 to: Le Salon, 30 Sheridan Street, San Francisco, CA 94103. Dept. C

Flora for $ 1.

Then gets a 60 in. hota with a lubricated tip, where and anywhere. Included a 1/2 pala...it can travel any-
CLASSIFIED

TRUCK & BUS DRIVERS WANTED

Nationwide Transfer Truck Inc. is interviewing for Class 2 drivers. 18 years of age and over, full time. Write to P.O. Box 856, c/o Safety Supervisor, Battle Creek, MI 49015. Fax: (212) 221-9212, Mr. J. Tree.

WANTED: Dancers 21 and over. Good Pay—apply to the box office of the Screening Room, 2203 Market Street.

THE AMERICAN POLICE
A 437 page hardbound, details the close ties of the American police with organized crime and explains the dirty tricks and stunts employed by law enforcement agencies in the pursuit of social control. Available at $3.50, shipped from the Shelly Magazine of Branson, 616-B, Cherry Alley, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

DANCERS WANTED
Openings for female greens, sunset. Apply daily from 1pm to 6pm.

BLACK AND WHITE MEN TOGETHER
An International Support Group. Write: DWMT-CJ, 279 Collinswood St., San Francisco 94114

TEMP. Masseur
Young Blond Male 5'10", 150 lbs, sexy and hot! In or out? Call me at 563-RYAN.

The Country Music Guide
San Francisco Bay Area

From radio KNBR and KEEN the top country music stations in the Bay area, here are the top songs on the charts today.

1. Love A Rainy Night (June, Mollie)
2. Down To May Last Broken Heart (Waylon Jennings, Waylon)
3. I Keep Coming Back (Kenny A.
4. Think About You (Cher, Cher)
5. Feeling In Love Again (Roy Clark, Dottie)
6. If You Go, Follow You (Kent, Kent)
7. I'm A Man (Neil, Neil)
8. In Love You've Given Me (Curtis, Curtis)
9. The Voice In A Million (Buck, Buck)
10. Cold Hands, Warm Heart (Tony, Tony)

COUNTRY & WESTERN DANCE Bar, with live bands at certain times!

A COUNTRY & WESTERN DANCE Bar, with Devil's Head Saloon

Linda Lane and Bill of the Western Eagles Band host our very own Tuesday and Sunday night at the Devil's Head Saloon, playing our usual party tunes, country music, and a little bit of rock and roll.

Davie Frizzell & Shelly West who sing a cube of holy hunk in the East Bay are making it to the big time with their hit record, "You're The Reason God Made Oklahoma." This man with the devil open is also a hunk at the Gates on Geary. Ask him if you are interested in dating with him. He is a man friend (they are cuddling aren't they)?

To the pic at the far left is BICK THOMPSON and GEORGE KELLY at Googies on Geary. The center pic is TEX KELLY at Googies on Geary with one of his hunky buddies. That man with the devil open is also a hunk at the Gates on Geary and with him he is a man friend (they are cuddling aren't they)?

Dear Hearts

THANKS TO THE PENTULUM AND IT'S CUSTOMERS AS WELL AS TO MY OTHER COMMUNITY FRIENDS FOR THE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS, SO GENEROUSLY DONATED TO ALL COMMUNITY CHARITIES. THANKS TO ALL FOR THE THOUSANDS OF HOURS OF LOVE AND HAPPINESS WE HAVE SHARED.

Ineke & Harry
HAND IN HAND FILMS

Private COLLECTION

The cast of 20 men includes: “Just Blonds” Stars Scorpio and Ken Carter • “Blueboy’s” Steve York and Paolo • “Fire Island Fever” Stars Garry Hunt and John Carlo Scorpio’s Identical Twin Scorpio II • Bob Damon • And New Stars Ivan, Johnny Apollo and the Incredible Yogi Rama

Directed by Jack Deveau Peter de Rome Tom DeSimone

A Hand in Hand Films Production X-Rated • Color • All Male Cast

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st. tele. 781 9468